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A GAME OF KATSO AND MOUSE: CURRENT THEORIES FOR GETTING FORENSIC ANALYSIS EVIDENCE PAST THE CONFRONTATION CLAUSE

Ronald J. Coleman & Paul F. Rothstein

“You still read the official statement and believe it. It’s a game, dear man, a shadowy game. We’re playing cat and mouse [...]”

-- Sherlock Holmes to Dr. Watson

I. INTRODUCTION

The Sixth Amendment’s Confrontation Clause ensures that an “accused” in a “criminal prosecution[1]” has the right “to be confronted with the witnesses against him [.]”[2] Although perhaps a simple concept, defining the scope of confrontation rights has proved extremely difficult. In the leading case of Crawford v. Washington, the Supreme Court announced that the Confrontation Clause only applies to so-called “testimonial” statements.[3] Pursuant to Crawford and its progeny, these “testimonial” statements may not be used against a criminal defendant without the prosecution producing the declarant as a witness for cross-examination (unless the declarant is unavailable and there has been some sufficient prior opportunity to cross-examine such declarant).[4] The Supreme Court opted not to define “testimonial” in Crawford, but it would appear to include out-of-court written or oral statements meant or understood to provide some form of evidence for use at trial, especially if made solemnly and to a state actor or agent.[5]

The law has had particular difficulty in scoping confrontation rights in forensic analysis cases, such as those where the prosecution seeks to utilize a laboratory report of DNA, blood alcohol content, narcotics or other “CSI” type analysis. In such cases, what should it mean to afford an accused the right to confront the “witness” providing evidence “against” her? Should the machine or report, itself, be considered the accusing “witness” or should a human witness need to be produced? If a human witness is required, should it be the individual conducting the test, the one preparing the report, a supervisor responsible for reviewing and quality-controlling the report, or someone else? Should it matter whether the individual was involved in the test at all? Should it matter whether the report was prepared for use against the defendant or for some other purpose, such as medical treatment? And what if the prosecution does not seek to enter the report into evidence at all, but instead offers testimony from an independent expert who

2 U.S. Const. amend. VI. The right to confront also applies to states pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment. Pointer v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400, 403 (1965).
4 Id.
5 Id.
discusses the contents of the report? With so many issues to consider, prosecutors and defendants may have difficulty predicting how the Clause will apply in any given forensic analysis case. Indeed, in the absence of clear guidance, these stakeholders may resort to something of a game of admissibility “cat and mouse,” under which evasion and posturing becomes the substitute for clear rules and predictable outcomes.

In this connection, Justice Gorsuch recently authored an opinion dissenting from denial of certiorari in Stuart v. Alabama, in which he recognized the “decisive role” of forensic evidence in modern criminal trials, but decried the lack of clarity in this area of law and noted the confusion sown by Williams v. Illinois, the Supreme Court’s last word on this point.6 The Supreme Court has long appeared eager to find a mechanism for mitigating the difficulties of applying Crawford to the forensic analysis context and Williams seems to have further exacerbated the problem. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces adopted an innovative approach to forensic analysis evidence under the Clause—which may have appeal given to its focus on assuring an adequate basis for cross-examination and illumination of errors and biases—in U.S. v. Katso.7 Recognition of a Katso-like approach could be one sensible path for the Court to take, but when faced with the opportunity to adopt such an approach in Stuart, the Court opted to deny certiorari and leave the law unresolved.

The purpose of this Article is to analyze modern Confrontation Clause and forensic analysis jurisprudence, and to present six theories or gateways through which to argue that forensic analysis evidence is admissible consist with the Clause. The theories presented here are not intended to be employed individually, but rather combined to diminish the possibility that the Confrontation Clause will necessitate exclusion. To aid in our presentation of these theories, we will discuss the recent lower court cases of Katso and Stuart, and explore how local stakeholders might utilize Katso-like reasoning to support their positions. We will begin our discussion with some background on the Confrontation Clause.

II. BACKGROUND ON THE CONFRONTATION CLAUSE

In the nearly quarter century prior to the Supreme Court’s landmark decision in Crawford,8 the “reliability” analysis set out in Ohio v. Roberts9 guided the courts in Confrontation Clause cases. Under the Roberts regime, in order to admit a hearsay statement against a criminal defendant, the Confrontation Clause required the non-testifying declarant to be unavailable and the statement itself to be reliable (that is, it needed to “bear adequate ‘indicia of reliability’”).10 In Crawford, the Supreme Court rejected the Roberts reliability test, and ushered in the modern Confrontation Clause paradigm, which analyzes whether the statement in question is “testimonial.”11

8 541 U.S. 36.
9 448 U.S. 56 (1980).
10 Roberts, 448 U.S. at 66. Pursuant to Roberts, reliability could be inferred where evidence falls into a “firmly rooted hearsay exception.” Id.
11 Crawford, 541 U.S. at 50-51.
A. Testimonial Statement Paradigm

In Crawford, a defendant, Michael Crawford, was charged with crimes relating to stabbing another man, and the state sought to introduce certain tape-recorded statements made to the police by the defendant’s wife (who was unable to testify pursuant to state marital privilege rules). Mr. Crawford argued that admission of the tape-recorded statements violated his federal Confrontation Clause rights, but the tape was ultimately played for the jury and Mr. Crawford was convicted. Following appeals, the U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari, and found that admission of the taped statements without the opportunity to cross-examine the declarant violated the Confrontation Clause.

Justice Scalia, writing for the Court, considered the Clause’s text and the lengthy common law history of the right to confront, and concluded that, although the ultimate goal of the Confrontation Clause is reliability of evidence, the Clause grants a procedural right to have such reliability tested in a specific manner: cross-examination. The text of the Clause applies to a “witness against” an accused, in other words, it applies to those bearing “testimony.” “Testimony” would typically be a “solemn declaration or affirmation made for the purpose of establishing or proving some fact.” Justice Scalia found that, consistent with the history and text of the Clause, a certain class of out-of-court statements made by a non-testifying witness could be considered “testimonial,” and such statements could not be introduced against a criminal defendant, absent unavailability and a prior opportunity for cross-examination. Justice Scalia did not provide a full definition of what would fall within the category of “testimonial” statements, but he acknowledged that the category at least covered statements made during police interrogations, as well as prior testimony at a former trial, before the grand jury, or at a preliminary hearing.

In his concurring opinion, Chief Justice Rehnquist registered his disapproval of the Court’s new interpretation of the Confrontation Clause. He noted that while the Court left setting out a “comprehensive definition of ‘testimonial’” for another day, state and federal prosecutors “need[ed] answers as to what beyond the specific kinds of “testimony” the Court lists, . . . is covered by the new rule.” The Court had, according to the Chief Justice, “cast[] a mantle of uncertainty over future criminal trials in both federal and state courts . . . .”

---

12 Id. at 38-40. Under Washington state law, marital privilege generally barred a spouse from testifying in the absence of consent from the other spouse, but such privilege did not cover out-of-court statements made by a spouse which were admissible pursuant to a hearsay exception. Id.
13 Id. at 40-41.
14 Id. at 42-61.
15 Id. at 51.
16 Id.
17 Id. at 42-68.
18 Id. at 68. In one of the formulations of the “testimonial” class of statements that Justice Scalia references as an example, such statements include the “functional equivalent” of “ex parte in-court testimony . . . that declarants would reasonably expect to be used prosecutorially [.]” Id. at 51.
19 Id. at 69. Justice O’Connor joined the Chief Justice in concurring. Id.
20 Id. at 75.
21 Id. at 69.
In future cases, the Court would seek to better define the contours of the *Crawford* paradigm. One important consideration the Court has analyzed is the “primary purpose” for which the statement was made.

**B. Primary Purpose Analysis**

In evaluating whether a given statement is testimonial, the Court has analyzed the statement’s objective “primary purpose [...]” Specifically, as set out in *Michigan v. Bryant*, if the Court determines that the objective primary purpose of the statement is to create an *ex parte* substitute for in-court testimony (e.g. to prove prior events potentially relevant to subsequent prosecution), the statement will be testimonial. If, however, the statement is made for some other purpose, such as to aid in an ongoing emergency, it will be nontestimonial. Although *Bryant* is the leading case on the Court’s “primary purpose” analysis, *Bryant* built upon the Court’s earlier decision in *Davis v. Washington*, so some background on *Davis* is a helpful starting point.

In *Davis*, the Court considered two consolidated appeals of domestic disturbance cases: (i) *State v. Davis*, in which the prosecution sought to enter evidence from a 911 call prior to police arriving on the scene; and (ii) *Hammon v. State*, in which the prosecution sought to introduce statements made by the victim after the police had arrived and the accused seemed under control. The Court determined that statements made during the course of police interrogations would be nontestimonial if made under circumstances which objectively indicate the “primary purpose” of such interrogation is to assist police in meeting an ongoing emergency. The Court determined that, conversely, such statements would be testimonial, where circumstances objectively indicated no ongoing emergency existed, and the interrogation’s “primary purpose” was to prove or establish prior events potentially relevant to subsequent prosecution. Consistent with these determinations, the Court found that the statements made after officers had arrived on the scene in *Hammon* were testimonial, but the statements made during the 911 call prior to police arrival in *State v. Davis* were nontestimonial.

---

23 See *id*.
25 *Id*.
26 111 P.3d 844 (Wash. 2005).
27 The Court noted that even if 911 operators are not law enforcement officers, they may be considered agents of law enforcement where they interrogate 911 callers. See *Davis*, 547 U.S. at 823 N.2. Accordingly, the Court considered, for purposes of its opinion and without offering a decision on the point, such operators’ acts to be police acts, and left open when or if a statement made to an individual other than law enforcement personnel would be “testimonial.” *Id*.
28 829 N.E.2d 444 (Ind. 2005).
29 *Davis*, 547 U.S. at 818-21.
30 *Id* at 818-22.
31 *Id* at 822.
32 *Id* at 827-31. In his opinion concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part, Justice Thomas noted that the Court in *Crawford* had abandoned the *Roberts* reliability analysis (which it had described as “inherently, and therefore permanently unpredictable”), and two years later in *Davis*, the Court was adopting an “equally unpredictable” test which requires district courts to “divin[e] the ‘primary purpose’ of police interrogations.” *Id* at 834 (emphasis and citations omitted).
Bryant greatly expanded upon the “primary purpose” concept discussed in Davis v. Washington. Bryant was a case in which police found a gunshot victim mortally wounded in a gas station parking lot.\(^{33}\) Statements made by the victim to the police in the minutes prior to emergency medical services arriving implicated Richard Bryant, and the victim was brought to the hospital where he passed away in the following hours.\(^{34}\) At Mr. Bryant’s trial, police officers from the scene testified as to what the victim told them.\(^{35}\) Mr. Bryant was convicted of, among other things, second-degree murder,\(^{36}\) and after appeals, the U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari.\(^{37}\)

Justice Sotomayor, writing for the Court, reaffirmed that an “ongoing emergency” was one of the most important circumstances which informs the “primary purpose” of the interrogation (because such emergency focuses those involved on something other than proving prior events potentially relevant to subsequent prosecution), but noted that it was not the only possible such circumstance.\(^{38}\) As Justice Sotomayor stated:

> Whether formal or informal, out-of-court statements can evade the basic objective of the Confrontation Clause, which is to prevent the accused from being deprived of the opportunity to cross-examine the declarant about statements taken for use at trial. When, as in Davis, the primary purpose of an interrogation is to respond to an “ongoing emergency,” its purpose is not to create a record for trial and thus is not within the scope of the Clause. But there may be other circumstances, aside from ongoing emergencies, when a statement is not procured with a primary purpose of creating an out-of-court substitute for trial testimony. In making the primary purpose determination, standard rules of hearsay, designed to identify some statements as reliable, will be relevant. Where no such primary purpose exists, the admissibility of a statement is the concern of state and federal rules of evidence, not the Confrontation Clause.\(^{39}\)

Unlike in Davis, Bryant required the Court to consider a situation where an “ongoing emergency” extended beyond the instant victim to include potential threats to responding police and the general public.\(^{40}\) In determining whether the “primary purpose” of a police interrogation was to assist in an “ongoing emergency,” the Court noted it would “objectively evaluate the circumstances in which the encounter occur[ed]\

\(^{33}\) Bryant, 562 U.S. at 349.  
\(^{34}\) Id. at 349-50.  
\(^{35}\) Id.  
\(^{36}\) Id.  
\(^{37}\) Id. at 352.  
\(^{38}\) Id. at 358-61.  
\(^{39}\) Id. at 358-59.  
\(^{40}\) Id. at 359.
and the statements and actions of the parties.” 41 The Court considered such circumstances, statements, and actions in Bryant, and concluded that the victim’s statements were not testimonial and that the Confrontation Clause would not bar their admission. 42

Justice Thomas concurred in the judgment because he felt that the victim’s questioning lacked sufficient “formality and solemnity” for such statements to be “testimonial.” 43 He criticized the “primary purpose” test for being “‘an exercise in fiction’ that is ‘disconnected from history’ and [that] ‘yields no predictable results.’” 44

Justice Scalia, in his dissenting opinion, charged the Court with being the “obfuscator of last resort.” 45 He argued that the Court’s decision would require “judges to conduct ‘open-ended balancing tests’ and ‘amorphous, if not entirely subjective,’ inquiries into the totality of the circumstances bearing upon reliability.” 46 He also pointed to the “incoherent” result of the Court’s attempt to “fit its resurrected interest in reliability into the Crawford framework,” when in fact “[r]eliability tells us nothing about whether a statement is testimonial.” 47 Justice Scalia further stated that neither Davis nor Crawford addressed whose perspective was significant when assessing an interrogation’s primary purpose: the interrogator’s, the declarant’s, or both. According to Justice Scalia, the Court in Bryant chose to adopt a test based on the purposes of both, but it was solely the declarant’s intention that should be relevant. 48

41 Id. The Court pointed out that, an additional benefit of this approach, was that it would ameliorate issues associated with looking at only one participant’s intention, in particular the problem of “mixed motives” of the interrogators and declarants. Id. at 368-69 (providing examples of mixed motives, such as police acting as both criminal investigators and first responders, and victims making statements to police in order to end a threat but also wanting an attacker to be rehabilitated). Justice Scalia, in his dissent, was “at a loss” as to how the Court’s analysis would ameliorate the “mixed motive” problem, given that if it were difficult to discern the primary purpose of a declarant with a mixed motive, adding the “mixed motives” of a police officer would only compound the difficulty. Id. at 383.

42 Id. at 377-78. In reaching this conclusion, the Court considered many items, including for example that the case involved a gun, that the victim’s statements did not indicate the dispute was private or that the threat had ended, that neither the victim nor the police knew the shooter’s location, that the victim was suffering from a mortal wound and bleeding, and that the situation and interrogation was informal. Id. at 374-77.

43 Id. at 378.

44 Id. at 379 (citing his own opinion, concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part, in Davis, 573 U.S. 813).

45 Bryant, 562 U.S. at 380.

46 Id. at 393.

47 Id. at 392 (emphasis in original). For instance, Justice Scalia noted that “[h]earsay law exempts business records. . . . because businesses have a financial incentive to keep reliable records . . . The Sixth Amendment also generally admits business records into evidence, but not because the records are reliable or because hearsay law says so. It admits them ‘because—having been created for the administration of an entity’s affairs and not for the purpose of establishing or proving some fact at trial—they are not’ weaker substitutes for live testimony.” Id.

48 Id. at 380-382. As Justice Scalia stated: “For an out-of-court statement to qualify as testimonial, the declarant must intend the statement to be a solemn declaration rather than an unconsidered or offhand remark; and he must make the statement with the understanding that it may be used to invoke the coercive machinery of the State against the accused.” Id. at 381 (citation omitted). Accordingly, the “hidden purpose of an interrogator cannot substitute for the declarant’s intentional solemnity or his understanding of how his words may be used.” Id. Justice Ginsburg, in her dissenting opinion, agreed that it was the declarant’s intention that was relevant, and the decision of the Court “confounds our recent Confrontation Clause jurisprudence, . . . which made it plain that ‘[r]eliability tells us nothing about
While courts may have difficulty making “primary purpose” determinations and evaluating whether statements are testimonial, such difficulty is compounded when courts are faced with cases involving statements resulting from forensic analysis, such as those contained in laboratory reports. It is to this area that we now turn.

C. Confrontation Clause and Forensic Analysis Evidence

Over the last decade, the Supreme Court has had several occasions to consider forensic analysis evidence in the context of the Confrontation Clause. *Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts* was the first major Supreme Court case in this area.

1. Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts

In *Melendez-Diaz*, an accused, Luis Melendez–Diaz, had been charged with crimes related to selling cocaine. Mr. Melendez–Diaz, and another man, Thomas Wright, had been arrested after the police found several clear plastic bags containing a substance that looked like cocaine on Mr. Wright and “hidden” in the police cruiser that brought the two men to the station. The prosecution entered the seized bags into evidence at trial along with three “certificates of analysis” presenting results of forensic analysis performed on the substances. Such certificates reflected the weight of the bags and that the seized substance contained cocaine. As required under Massachusetts law, such certificates had also been sworn before a notary by analysts at a Massachusetts state laboratory. Over Mr. Melendez–Diaz’s objection (that *Crawford* required in-person testimony by the analysts if the certificates were to be admitted), such certificates were admitted as “prima facie evidence” of the analyzed narcotic and Mr. Melendez–Diaz was convicted. Following the appeals process, the U.S. Supreme Court took the case.

Justice Scalia, writing for the Court, had “little doubt” that the certificates fell within the “core class of testimonial statements” the Court had previously described in *Crawford*. Although referred to as “certificates,” such documents were “quite plainly”

---

57 U.S. 305 (2009).
56 Id. at 308.
55 Id. at 309.
54 Id.
53 Id.
52 Id.
51 Id. Four of the clear white plastic bags were found when police searched Mr. Wright, and an additional bag containing nineteen smaller bags was subsequently found hidden in the partition between seats when a search of the police cruiser was conducted after having taken the men to the station. Id.
50 Id. at 308.
affidavits. The were “functionally identical” to in-court testimony doing exactly what a witness would do on direct examination, and, not only would the circumstances lead an objective witness to reasonably believe they would be used at trial, but also their “sole purpose” under state law was to provide “prima facie evidence [.]” Moreover, despite the argument advanced that the analysts were not subject to the Confrontation Clause because they were not “accusatory witnesses” or not “conventional” witnesses, Justice Scalia found that the analysts themselves were “witnesses” for purposes of the Clause. Nor was Justice Scalia persuaded that the “result[t] of [allegedly] neutral, scientific testing” should be treated differently for Confrontation Clause purposes than a witness recounting past events. The Court concluded that it was error to admit the certificates.

Justice Thomas concurred because he agreed with the Court that the certificates were affidavits. However, he wrote separately to make clear his position that the Confrontation Clause only covers statements in “formalized testimonial materials, such as affidavits, depositions, prior testimony, or confessions.” In Justice Kennedy’s dissent, which was joined by Justices Alito, Breyer, and Roberts, he argued, among other things, that there was no need to produce the analyst who prepared the scientific analysis in order to support admission of such analysis, that a distinction existed between “conventional witnesses” (to whom the Clause applied) and testing analysts (to whom it did not), and that the Court’s decision would present logistical difficulties and harm law enforcement efforts. In particular, the dissent argued that many individuals are often involved in a forensic drug test, and it would not be clear which individual would need to testify, or whether all of them would. If all such individuals were required to testify, the dissent charged that the Court had basically “forbidden the use of scientific tests in criminal trials.”

---

58 Id. (citing Black’s Law Dictionary 62 (8th ed. 2004) definition of affidavits: “declaration[s] of facts written down and sworn to by the declarant before an officer authorized to administer oaths.”). Melendez–Díaz, 557 U.S. at 310. Justice Scalia stated that the certificates were “incontrovertibly a solemn declaration or affirmation made for the purpose of establishing or proving some fact.” Id. (citing Crawford, 541 U.S. at 51) (internal quotation marks omitted).
59 Id. (citing Davis, 547 U.S. at 830).
60 Melendez–Díaz, 557 U.S. at 310-11.
61 Id. at 310-17 (internal quotation marks omitted).
62 Id. at 317. For instance, Justice Scalia noted that confrontation is a means of ensuring accurate forensic analysis and was designed to weed out both the fraudulent and incompetent analyst. Id. at 318-19. Justice Scalia was also unpersuaded by other arguments advanced, including that the certificates should not be subject to the Confrontation Clause because they were similar to business or official records, that Mr. Melendez–Díaz had the ability to subpoena the witnesses, or that the “necessities of trial and the adversary process” suggested the requirements of the Clause be relaxed. Id. at 319-32. Justice Scalia doubted that the “sky w[ould] . . . fall” due to the burdens on the system and pointed out that so-called “notice-and-demand” statutes (which may require a defendant to demand their right to confront an analyst), could further ease any burden. Id. at 325-26.
63 Id. at 329.
64 Id.
65 Id. at 330-63.
66 Id. at 332-33.
67 Id. The Court also pointed to harms in other contexts, including authentication of documents and establishing chain of custody. Id. at 335.
After *Melendez-Diaz*, the next major U.S. Supreme Court case relating to the Confrontation Clause and forensic analysis evidence was *Bullcoming v. New Mexico*. *Bullcoming* gave the Court another chance to consider which, if any, analyst(s) would be required to testify in support of forensic analysis.

2. Bullcoming v. New Mexico

In *Bullcoming*, Donald Bullcoming was arrested for driving while intoxicated, and the principal piece of evidence at trial was a laboratory report which certified that Mr. Bullcoming’s blood alcohol concentration (BAC) was well above the relevant threshold. The BAC test required use of a device called a gas chromatograph machine, the operation of which requires special training and knowledge, and several steps are involved in the process. At trial, rather than producing the analyst who signed the actual certification, the prosecution instead offered a separate analyst, who neither observed nor participated in the test on Mr. Bullcoming’s blood, but who was familiar with the testing procedures of the laboratory. The New Mexico Supreme Court acknowledged that, in view of *Melendez-Diaz*, the BAC analysis was testimonial. However, they concluded that live testimony from an analyst other than the certifying analyst was sufficient. First, they found that the certifying analyst was a “mere scrivener” who only transcribed results that the gas chromatograph machine generated. Second, although the testifying analyst did not participate in the test itself, he was a qualified expert witness in respect of the gas chromatograph machine and so could serve as a “surrogate” for the certifying analyst. The U.S. Supreme Court reversed the New Mexico Supreme Court’s judgment.

The Court found that admission of the forensic report containing a testimonial certification through the live testimony of a scientist who neither signed the certification, nor performed or observed the test reported in such certification, violated the Confrontation Clause. Such “surrogate” testimony, the Court determined, was insufficient. The certifying expert was not a “mere scrivener” in that he made multiple representations not in the raw machine data, including that the sample was intact and the seal unbroken, that the sample number and report number corresponded, that he adhered to a protocol, and that no condition or circumstance affected the validity of the analysis or

---

68 564 U.S. 647.
69 *Id.* at 651.
70 *Id.* at 654.
71 *Id.* at 651-56. It should be noted that the certifying analyst who was not produced had been very recently placed on unpaid leave for unrevealed reasons. *Id.* at 655.
72 *Id.* at 656.
73 *Id.* at 651-56.
74 *Id.* at 657.
75 *Id.*
76 *Id.* at 657-58.
77 *Id.* at 652-56. Justices Kagan and Sotomayor joined all but Part IV of the Court’s opinion, and Justice Thomas joined all but footnote 6 (relating to a statement being “testimonial” if such statement has the “primary purpose” of proving or establishing past events potentially relevant to subsequent prosecution) and Part IV. *Id.* at 650 N.*, 659 N.6.
78 *Id.* at 652-56.
integrity of the sample.\textsuperscript{79} Further, the “surrogate” testimony of the non-certifying analyst could not convey what the certifying expert knew or observed regarding the events his certification concerned, nor could it expose any lies or lapses on the certifying expert’s part.\textsuperscript{80} The Court also rejected the state’s argument that the affirmations in question were not testimonial; even though the statements in \textit{Melendez-Diaz} were sworn and the BAC report in \textit{Bullcoming} was unsworn, the formalities of such BAC report were sufficient to render the certifying expert’s assertions testimonial.\textsuperscript{81} Finally, Justice Ginsburg argued, in a part of her opinion not commanding a majority of the Court,\textsuperscript{82} that a constitutional requirement could not be disregarded for convenience, that the Court’s opinion would not be altered due to the potential burdens on prosecution, and that predictions of dire consequences were, anyway, dubious.\textsuperscript{83}

Justice Kennedy (with Justices Roberts, Breyer, and Alito) dissented, arguing that the Court should not have taken the “serious misstep” of expanding \textit{Melendez-Diaz} to require testimony of the preparing analyst.\textsuperscript{84} The dissent also noted that concepts, such as “solemnity,” “reliability,” and the distinction between utterances aimed at helping police keep the peace and those targeted at proving past events, have “weaved in and out of the \textit{Crawford} jurisprudence.”\textsuperscript{85} The dissent pointed to the “ambiguities” in the Court’s approach, and the difficulty in determining who would need to testify.\textsuperscript{86} The dissent argued that the Court’s approach would have an adverse effect on states and prosecutions.\textsuperscript{87}

One of the most interesting opinions was Justice Sotomayor’s concurrence, which she wrote separately to highlight that the report was testimonial because its “primary purpose”\textsuperscript{88} was evidentiary and to emphasize the limited nature of the Court’s opinion.\textsuperscript{89} In particular, Justice Sotomayor described four “factual circumstances” not presented in, and therefore not addressed by, \textit{Bullcoming}.\textsuperscript{90} First, it was not a case in which a prosecutor advanced an alternative purpose for the report (such as, that it was needed to provide Mr. Bullcoming with medical treatment).\textsuperscript{91} Second, it was not a case in which

\textsuperscript{79} Id. at 660.
\textsuperscript{80} Id. at 661-62. The Court found potentially significant that the testifying analyst was placed on unpaid leave, and the testifying analyst could not speak to that issue. Id. The Court also noted that the state had not asserted that the certifying expert had an independent opinion on Mr. Bullcoming’s BAC. Id. at 662.
\textsuperscript{81} Id. at 664-65.
\textsuperscript{82} This part of her opinion was Part IV, in which Justices Kagan, Sotomayor, and Thomas did not join. Id. at 650 N.*.
\textsuperscript{83} Id. at 665. The Court noted that, for example, retesting of the sample or the existence of a notice-and-demand procedure might mitigate the burdens on law enforcement. Id. at 665-67. The Court also noted that few cases actually go to trial, and in forensic cases, defendants will often stipulate to admission of the forensic analysis. Id. at 667. Finally, the Court pointed out that, in jurisdictions where an analyst’s appearance is part of their job, the “sky has not fallen.” Id.
\textsuperscript{84} Id. at 674-75.
\textsuperscript{85} Id. at 678.
\textsuperscript{86} Id. at 678-80.
\textsuperscript{87} Id. at 680-84.
\textsuperscript{88} Justice Sotomayor found that, notwithstanding the report not being sworn, for the reasons advanced by the Court, the report and certification had the “primary purpose of creating an out-of-court substitute for trial testimony.” Id. at 670 (citation omitted).
\textsuperscript{89} Id. at 668.
\textsuperscript{90} Id. at 668, 672-74.
\textsuperscript{91} Id. at 672.
the testifying individual was a reviewer, supervisor, or other individual with personal (albeit limited) connection to the relevant test. Justice Sotomayor noted that it would be a different situation if a supervisor who had observed the analyst conducting the test, for instance, was testifying about the results of a test or a report about such results, but that the degree of involvement required did not need to be decided in the context of Bullcoming. Third, it was not a case in which a qualified expert witness was asked for an independent opinion based on underlying reports not themselves admitted (pursuant to Federal Rule of Evidence 703), and it would be a different question whether such an expert could discuss the testimonial statements of others where such statements were not, themselves, admitted. Finally, it was not a case where a state sought to admit only machine-generated raw data in conjunction with expert witness testimony, and so the Court needed not decide that.

Perhaps fortuitously, in the next major U.S. Supreme Court case on the Confrontation Clause and forensic analysis evidence, Williams v. Illinois, the Court was afforded the opportunity consider a case analogous to Justice Sotomayor’s third factual circumstance: the “expert witness” asked for an “independent opinion” regarding an “underlying testimonial” report not itself admitted. The Court in Williams, would have great difficulty grappling with this issue, and would ultimately produce an opinion that confused more than it clarified.

3. Williams v. Illinois

In Williams, a case concerning rape and other alleged crimes, a sample of the victim’s blood and vaginal swabs were taken while she was being treated at the hospital. A forensic scientist at a state police laboratory confirmed the presence of semen. Evidence suggested that the vaginal swabs were then sent to a separate outside laboratory, Cellmark Diagnostics Laboratory, which responded with a report containing the DNA profile of a male based on semen from the swabs. At that point, Sandy Williams was not yet a suspect for the rape. A forensic specialist at the state police

92 Id. at 672-73.
93 Id.
94 Federal Rule of Evidence 703 states: “An expert may base an opinion on facts or data in the case that the expert has been made aware of or personally observed. If experts in the particular field would reasonably rely on those kinds of facts or data in forming an opinion on the subject, they need not be admissible for the opinion to be admitted. But if the facts or data would otherwise be inadmissible, the proponent of the opinion may disclose them to the jury only if their probative value in helping the jury evaluate the opinion substantially outweighs their prejudicial effect.”
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96 Id. at 673-74. For a more detailed analysis of what issues the Court decided in Bullcoming and what issues it left open, see Ronald J. Coleman & Paul F. Rothstein, Grabbing the Bullcoming by the Horns: How the Supreme Court Could Have Used Bullcoming v. New Mexico to Clarify Confrontation Clause Requirements for CSI-Type Reports, 90 NEB. L. REV. 502 (2011).
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laboratory, Sandra Lambatos, then conducted a computer search to confirm whether Cellmark’s profile matched an entry in the DNA database, and the computer found a match with Mr. Williams. The victim identified Mr. Williams in a lineup, and he opted for a bench trial before a state judge. After the victim identified Mr. Williams in a lineup, Mr. Williams was indicted, and he opted for a bench trial before a state judge. The prosecution called three expert forensic witnesses to testify in connection with linking Mr. Williams to the crime through DNA: (i) a forensic scientist at the state police lab who confirmed presence of semen on the swabs using an acid phosphatase test; (ii) a state forensic scientist who had developed a DNA profile from a blood sample previously collected from Mr. Williams by using Short Tandem Repeat (STR) and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) techniques; and (iii) Ms. Lambatos, offered as an expert in forensic DNA analysis and forensic biology. Ms. Lambatos testified regarding, among other things, the process of using STR and PCR to generate DNA profiles, how one DNA profile could be matched to another, how it was common for one DNA expert to rely on records from another such expert, chain-of-custody issues, and her comparison of the semen from the vaginal swabs with the DNA profile of Mr. Williams which she would call a “match.”

The report from Cellmark was never admitted into evidence or shown to the factfinder, but Ms. Lambatos admitted on cross-examination that her testimony relied on the Cellmark profile even though she did not observe or conduct any testing on the swabs. The defense sought to exclude portions of Ms. Lambatos’ testimony implicating events at Cellmark based on the Confrontation Clause. The prosecution, invoking a state evidence rule somewhat similar to Federal Rule of Evidence 703, argued that Ms. Lambatos was entitled to disclose facts forming the basis of her opinion even if she was not competent to testify as to such underlying facts. The lower courts refused to exclude the testimony, with the Supreme Court of Illinois finding that when the report was referenced by Ms. Lambatos it was not being offered for “the truth of the matter asserted” by such report, but instead to show the underlying data and facts used in rendering her expert opinion. The U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari.

Justice Alito authored the plurality opinion (joined by Justices Roberts, Kennedy, and Breyer). Justice Alito found the Confrontation Clause inapplicable for two independent reasons: (i) the Cellmark report was not offered for its truth; and (ii) the report was not prepared with the “primary purpose” of accusing Mr. Williams. As to
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the ‘offered for truth’ point, Justice Alito began by reiterating the long-accepted principle that an expert witness could offer an opinion based on facts relating to the events in a case even where such expert lacked first-hand knowledge of such facts.115 Although, in jury trials, Illinois state and federal law normally precluded experts from disclosing inadmissible evidence underlying their testimony, no such restriction was placed on bench trials (which the current case was).116 Justice Alito noted that Crawford had reaffirmed the point that the Confrontation Clause did not preclude use of testimonial statements for a purpose other than establishing their truth.117 He said it was helpful to inventory what Ms. Lambatos had actually testified to in respect of Cellmark:

She testified to the truth of the following matters: Cellmark was an accredited lab . . . ; the ISP [state police laboratory] occasionally sent forensic samples to Cellmark for DNA testing . . . ; according to shipping manifests admitted into evidence, the ISP lab sent vaginal swabs taken from the victim to Cellmark and later received those swabs back from Cellmark . . . ; and, finally, the Cellmark DNA profile matched a profile produced by the ISP lab from a sample of petitioner’s blood . . . . Lambatos had personal knowledge of all of these matters, and therefore none of this testimony infringed petitioner’s confrontation right.

Lambatos did not testify to the truth of any other matter concerning Cellmark. She made no other reference to the Cellmark report, which was not admitted into evidence and was not seen by the trier of fact. Nor did she testify to anything that was done at the Cellmark lab, and she did not vouch for the quality of Cellmark’s work.118

Justice Alito stated that the principal argument purportedly supporting a Confrontation Clause violation was the following testimony (as referenced by the dissent):

Q Was there a computer match generated of the male DNA profile found in semen from the vaginal swabs of [L.J.] [the victim] to a male DNA profile that had been identified as having originated from Sandy Williams?

A Yes, there was.119

115 Id. at 67. Courts at common law had dealt with this situation though either (i) an expert’s reliance on facts already established in the record; or (ii) use of a hypothetical question to the expert (through which such expert was asked to assume certain factual predicates were true, and voice an opinion based on the given assumptions). Id. More recently, courts have allowed experts to offer opinions predicated on facts about which they do not have personal knowledge and no longer require the hypothetical question. Id.

116 Id. at 69-70.

117 Id. at 70.

118 Id. at 70-71 (citations omitted and emphasis in original).

119 Id. at 71-72 (citations omitted).
Justice Alito pointed out that the dissent believed the italicized portion of the above testimony violated the Confrontation Clause because Ms. Lambatos did not have personal knowledge that Cellmark’s profile was based on the victim’s swabs. According to Justice Alito, however, the italicized portion was not offered for its truth, but rather to simply reflect the premise of the question posed. He conceded that the dissent’s argument “would have force” if Mr. Williams had opted for a jury trial rather than a bench trial. Justice Alito noted that his conclusion was consistent with Bullcoming and Melendez-Diaz, in that the reports in those cases were introduced and there was no question this was done to prove the truth of the reports’ assertions.

As to the ‘primary purpose’ point, Justice Alito noted that even if the report had been admitted for its truth, there would be no Confrontation Clause violation because such Clause refers to testimony by a “witness against” an accused. The Court had identified two characteristics of the abuses prompting the Confrontation Clause:

(a) they involved out-of-court statements having the primary purpose of accusing a targeted individual of engaging in criminal conduct and (b) they involved formalized statements such as affidavits, depositions, prior testimony, or confessions.

The Cellmark report was not prepared with the “primary purpose” of making an accusation against a targeted individual. Its primary purpose was to catch a rapist at large, and those involved could not have known it would be used against Mr. Williams (who was neither under suspicion nor in custody) or anyone else in the law enforcement database. It was typical for lab technicians working on creating DNA profiles to not know what would be the consequences of their work, and in many labs multiple individuals work on a profile (which makes it likely that the purpose of each involved individual is simply to perform her task). Justice Alito concluded that use of a DNA
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report “prepared by a modern, accredited laboratory bears little if any resemblance to the historical practices that the Confrontation Clause aimed to eliminate.”

Justice Breyer wrote a concurring opinion to note that he believed the case raised the following question not answered adequately by the dissent or plurality: “How does the Confrontation Clause apply to the panoply of crime laboratory reports and underlying technical statements written by (or otherwise made by) laboratory technicians? In this context, what, if any, are the outer limits of the ‘testimonial statements’ rule set forth in [Crawford]?” He believed additional briefing on this issue would be helpful (and so would have set the case for reargument), but in the absence of that, adhered to the dissenting views in Bullcoming and Melendez-Diaz. He stated that he would consider reports such as the one at issue outside the coverage of the Confrontation Clause.

Justice Thomas wrote a separate concurring opinion to again emphasize his focus on “formality and solemnity.” Because he found that Cellmark’s statements did not have such requisite solemnity and formality, they were not “testimonial” for Confrontation Clause purposes.

Justice Kagan (joined by Justices Scalia, Ginsburg, and Sotomayor) dissented in the opinion. The dissent reiterated that testimony against criminal defendants needed to be subjected to cross-examination, and recent decisions of the Court found that if prosecutors wanted to offer forensic testing results into evidence, the defendant must be afforded the right to cross-examine “an analyst” who is responsible for the test. The dissent considered this an “open-and-shut case” where the state did not provide Mr. Williams with his right to confront. The dissent also argued that, in view of the plurality and concurring opinions, there were “five votes” approving admission of the report, but “not a single good explanation.” In addition, the dissent decried the “uncertainty” the plurality and concurring opinions “sow[ed].”
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Justice Sotomayor joined the dissent in Williams, given that the case presented a question somewhat similar to the third hypothetical scenario she set out in Bullcoming as not being raised by, and potentially being a different case than, Bullcoming. It may have been that her opinion on the issue evolved or it may have been that she felt there was some distinction between her hypothetical scenario and the facts raised by Williams.

Since Williams was the Supreme Court’s last major case on the Confrontation Clause and forensic analysis evidence, and since it failed to produce a usable majority, many issues in the area remain unresolved. In the next section, we discuss two recent lower court cases decided after Williams: Katso and Stuart.

III. RECENT ILLUSTRATIVE CASE LAW

We have selected the post-Williams cases of Katso and Stuart because they are helpful in illustrating and informing theories we plan to raise in the next section. Although neither are U.S. Supreme Court cases – and so neither can resolve the unresolved issues from a precedent standpoint – they offer approaches to certain outstanding items which may be instructive. We begin with a discussion of Katso, a Confrontation Clause case which arose in the military court-marshal context.

A. U.S. v. Katso

In U.S. v. Katso, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces considered the case of a defendant, Mr. Katso, who had been convicted of several offenses by general court-martial, including aggravated sexual assault and burglary. After the victim had reported that she was raped, she was brought to the hospital and a nurse examiner collected rectal, oral, and vaginal swabs, along with a blood sample and debris from the victim’s clothing. Another nurse examiner collected Mr. Katso’s saliva and blood, along with penile and scrotal swabs. Both nurse examiners handed the samples to agents at the Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI). Special Agent Blair, an AFOSI Special Agent (SA), testified that he received these samples from the two AFOSI agents who were at the hospital, and the samples were combined into two “sexual assault kits,” one for Mr. Katso and one for the victim. The agents from the hospital also prepared documents accompanying each kit (which were reviewed by SA Blair), and SA Blair sent such documents and the evidence to an army criminal investigation laboratory (with a request form enclosed reflecting identifying numbers for the evidence, and describing each piece of evidence). Mr. Fisher, the laboratory employee responsible for conducting the initial analysis of the kits, was with his mother in Florida during the court-martial while she was undergoing major surgery. Instead, the government offered testimony regarding the forensic analysis from Mr. Davenport,
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who had conducted a technical review of Mr. Fisher’s initial analysis. Mr. Davenport had, at the time of trial, worked at the laboratory as a forensic DNA examiner for more than six years.

During a hearing on a motion to suppress, Mr. Davenport testified as to the procedures at the laboratory for processing evidence and his technical review of Mr. Fisher’s analysis, which required him verify the results and approve the report. Mr. Davenport testified, at that same hearing, that he “independently compared” the relevant DNA profiles to verify the matches—which involved processing machine-generate raw data, interpreting the profiles for matches, and recalculating the probability of a match—and that he agreed with, and initialed, the report.

At the court-martial, Mr. Davenport was presented as an expert witness to provide an independent opinion as to the DNA analysis results, and the report itself was not admitted. Mr. Davenport only referenced the report to note that he checked it against the documents submitted with the samples (to ensure such samples were properly listed and identified) and reviewed Mr. Fisher’s interpretation regarding the results. Based on his review, Mr. Davenport testified to the following:

1. The evidence collected from [the victim] and [Mr. Katso] was tested “per protocol,”
2. The evidence was received in a sealed condition,
3. The evidence was inventoried properly,
4. The known samples were analyzed properly,
5. DNA profiles were generated “from the known blood of [the victim] and [Mr. Katso],”
6. The swabs collected from [the victim] contained semen,
7. DNA consistent with [the victim] and [Mr. Katso] was found on the rectal swabs from [the victim],
8. Unidentifiable male DNA was found on [the victim]’s vaginal swab, and
9. DNA consistent with [the victim] and [Mr. Katso] was found on [Mr. Katso]’s penile and scrotal swabs.
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Mr. Davenport also testified regarding the likelihood of a match between the recovered DNA profiles and other individuals, and on cross-examination, that he did not conduct the initial tests which produced the DNA profiles and that the analysis failed to reveal anything regarding the nature of sexual contact.\textsuperscript{155}

In rendering its decision, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces suggested that two questions needed to be considered: (i) whether the expert’s testimony relied on out-of-court testimonial statements; and (ii) if so, whether the expert’s testimony was still admissible because such expert reached his own conclusions predicated on knowledge of underlying facts and data, such that the expert was, himself, the “witness[] against” the defendant.\textsuperscript{156} On the first question, the court began by concluding that many of the statements and data relied upon by Mr. Davenport were not testimonial, such as material in the case file.\textsuperscript{157} For example, the court noted that nothing suggested that the documents from AFOSI were testimonial (they primarily related to chain of custody), or that the raw data generated was either testimonial or a statement.\textsuperscript{158} Nor was there any indication that the lab results or notes from Mr. Fisher which underlay the report were signed, had indicia of formality, certified anything, or that Mr. Fisher anticipated their use at trial.\textsuperscript{159} Further, it was “clearly erroneous” for the lower court to have found that Mr. Davenport was only able to identify Mr. Katso by name through repeating testimonial statements in the report, since the record suggested he learned the parties’ names through review of the underlying data.\textsuperscript{160} The court concluded that Mr. Davenport’s statements regarding proper receipt, inventory, testing, and analysis of the evidence, along with his identification of the relevant parties, were admissible because they relied on nontestimonial items.\textsuperscript{161} The report itself, however, was more complicated, and the court decided to assume, arguendo, that parts of it were testimonial for purposes of its second question.\textsuperscript{162}

As to the second question, the court noted that the U.S. Supreme Court had never faced a situation directly on point, but that Mr. Davenport was neither a “surrogate expert,” nor a “mere conduit” for others’ testimonial statements.\textsuperscript{163} Unlike in Melendez-Diaz and Bullcoming, the government here had not sought to admit the relevant report (or certificate) into evidence.\textsuperscript{164} Further, in contrast to the situation in Melendez-Diaz – in which the certificates made a “bare-bones statement” and failed to provide the petitioner with an opportunity to learn about the tests or the analysts’ ability to interpret them – Mr. Davenport’s knowledge of the underlying facts and testimony afforded Mr. Katso the
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opportunity to determine which tests Mr. Fisher performed, whether such tests were routine, and whether Mr. Davenport possessed the requisite skills and judgment to interpret the results.165 Similarly, Mr. Davenport was different than the “surrogate” witness disallowed in Bullcoming.166 Based on his personal knowledge, Mr. Davenport described the tests and testing process, and the means for discerning lapses in protocol.167 Unlike the non-testifying analyst in Bullcoming, Mr. Fisher had also not been placed on unpaid leave for unknown reasons, but was instead spending time with his ill mother (which suggested neither that he was incompetent nor that the government was seeking to gain tactical advantage).168 Mr. Davenport also confirmed that he was testifying to, and had formed, an independent opinion, which provided an opportunity for cross-examination.169 The court further found that Mr. Davenport’s review would seemingly place the present case within one of Justice Sotomayor’s hypothetical’s in her concurring opinion in Bullcoming: “the testimony might have been admissible if the expert had some ‘degree of involvement’ in the testing process, as when ‘the person testifying is a supervisor, reviewer, or someone else with a personal, albeit limited, connection to the test at issue [.]’”170 Moreover, unlike in Williams – in which the testifying expert had not witnessed any of the work or calibrations, but trusted the lab to do reliable work since it was accredited – Mr. Davenport saw all work underlying the tests and calibrations, closely scrutinized and analyzed the results, compared the profiles, and re-ran the statistical analysis.171 Without guiding precedent, the court found that where an expert relies in part on out-of-court statements by a declarant, the admissibility of such expert’s opinion turns upon the degree of “independent analysis” undertaken by the expert in arriving at her opinion.172 On the one hand, an expert may not be a “conduit” for relaying testimonial hearsay and act as a “transmitter” rather than communicating her “independent judgment.”173 On the other hand, expert witnesses did not need to personally perform a test in order to interpret and review the data or results of such test.174 In the context of the present case, the court concluded that Mr. Davenport offered his independent expert opinion and that the Confrontation Clause was not violated by its admission.175
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The takeaway from Katso would seem to be that there was an ample, sufficient basis to challenge and evaluate the report because the witness-expert had so exhaustively examined all the underlying paperwork from all the various analysts whose work went into the report.176 There is a very interesting and pivotal innovation at the basis of the Katso court’s reasoning: that only the final report was testimonial and only it needed to be justified by a “not for truth” analysis. The underlying paperwork of all the component analysts was only for quality control and not intended for evidence, so it was not testimonial. If extended, this concept might help alleviate the issue of which, in a string of analysts, must take the stand. Extrapolating even further, the Katso court’s emphasis on the exhaustiveness of the witness-expert’s review of the underlying work would seem to leave open the theoretical possibility that an expert unaffiliated with a laboratory—who is engaged by the laboratory solely to testify and conducts an exhaustive review in preparation for such testimony—could suffice.

Although the report, itself, was not admitted in Katso, the case reinforces the concept that a more than mere “surrogate” or “conduit” expert may satisfy the Clause, provided certain conditions—such as personal involvement and independence—are satisfied. In Stuart, the next case we will discuss, the Alabama court seemingly went even further than the court in Katso, and accepted a more remote supervisor as a sufficient witness.

B. Stuart v. Alabama

In Stuart v. Alabama,177 Vanessa Stuart had been convicted of, among other things, criminally-negligent homicide.178 Police had found Ms. Stuart and the deceased victim, after responding to a 911 call relating to an accident on the interstate.179 One of the officers testified to having smelled alcohol as Ms. Stuart passed him while emergency personnel were helping Ms. Stuart.180 Ms. Stuart was brought to the hospital, advised of her rights, and refused a blood test.181 After she tried to leave and was arrested, her blood was drawn pursuant to a search warrant.182 Forensic analysis showed that, more than four hours after the accident, she had a blood-alcohol level of .174 (which Jason Hudson, Alabama Department of Forensic Sciences (DFS) toxicology section chief, estimated would have been .234 at the time of the accident).183 In appealing her conviction, Ms. Stuart argued, among other things, that the lower court erred in admitting forensic evidence though testimony from a state’s witness, Dr. Hudson, who did not perform such
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Specifically, Ms. Stuart argued that it was a violation of her Confrontation Clause rights that the court permitted Dr. Hudson to testify as to the results of her blood analysis when no evidence established that he had supervisory duties with respect to her case, signed any reports, or reviewed the findings, and when he was not even employed at the DFS when such analysis was conducted.

The Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals affirmed the conviction and found that Ms. Stuart’s Confrontation Clause rights were not violated by the lower court’s permitting Dr. Hudson to testify as to the results of the blood analysis. In making this finding, the court noted:

Dr. Hudson gave extensive testimony regarding the policies and procedures of the DFS’s toxicology laboratory. This included controls in the analysis and the laboratory’s standard practice of having the results of the analysis independently reviewed. Dr. Hudson testified that, “as the [toxicology] section chief, I’m fundamentally the toxicology supervisor so I’m responsible for the day-to-day workflow in the laboratory, testing assignments for cases, as well as personnel management.” . . . “This testimony provided [Stuart] with ample opportunity to crossexamine [Dr. Hudson] regarding the [blood]-analysis report.”

The Supreme Court of Alabama denied certiorari on March 16, 2018. Ms. Stuart then filed a U.S. Supreme Court certiorari petition, arguing that the decision below was contrary to Bullcoming, and such petition was denied on November 19, 2018.

Justice Gorsuch authored a strong dissent from the denial of certiorari (joined, interestingly, by Justice Sotomayor), in which he was highly critical of Williams and argued that permitting Alabama to produce an analyst other than the one who performed the blood-alcohol test was a violation of the Confrontation Clause. Justice Gorsuch recognized the increasing importance of forensic evidence in modern criminal trials, and emphasized the need for cross-examination and the right to confront in view of the risk of “mischief” or “mistake” on the part of forensic analysts, such as when an analyst alters evidence, contaminates a sample, or makes an error during testing.

He stated that he believed the Confrontation Clause was violated in Stuart, but noted that the “problem appear[ed] to be largely of [the Supreme Court’s] creation” in view of Williams, which “yielded no majority and its various opinions have sown confusion in courts across the country.” He criticized Alabama’s alternative contentions that: (i) the report was offered as a basis for expert testimony rather than for its truth; and (ii) the report was not
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“testimonial.” On the first point, he emphasized that, although *Williams* had no majority opinion, at least five of the Justices rightfully rejected that concept, and questioned why any prosecutor would seek to offer the report other than to prove the truth of the report’s assertions. He argued that the “whole point” was to show that, due to the report’s truth, the jury should credit the testifying expert’s opinion as to the blood-alcohol level some hours later. On the second point, Justice Gorsuch pointed out that the “fractured” *Williams* decision revealed the argument to be flawed in the views of eight Justices. According to Justice Gorsuch, the *Williams* plurality took the position that a forensic report was only testimonial where it was “prepared for the primary purpose of accusing a targeted individual who is in custody [or] under suspicion” and the dissent took the broader view that, even if a report is devised with a purely investigative purpose and with no target in mind, it could be testimonial when “made under circumstances which would lead an objective witness reasonably to believe that [it] would be available for use at a later trial.” Using even the more restrictive standard of the plurality, Justice Gorsuch argued that the report in *Stuart* would be testimonial, since there was “no question” Ms. Stuart was in custody when the test was conducted or that the forensic report was prepared with the “primary purpose” of securing Ms. Stuart’s conviction. Justice Gorsuch concluded his dissent by registering his belief that the Court “owe[d]” lower courts— which were “struggling to abide” by the Supreme Court’s holdings—greater clarity.

This dissent is interesting for a number of reasons. First, the dissent provides some insight into Justice Gorsuch’s thinking on the Confrontation Clause. Since *Williams*, Justice Scalia (the author of *Crawford* and one its strongest proponents) and Justice Kennedy have been replaced by Justices Gorsuch and Kavanaugh. It is unclear exactly how these new Justices would rule on Confrontation Clause matters, but Justice Gorsuch’s critique of *Williams* and endorsement of cross-examination in this dissent suggests his position on the Clause’s application in the forensic analysis area
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might be closer to that of Justice Scalia than to some of the other “conservative” Justices on the Court, such as Justices Alito, Roberts, and Breyer. Second, given that Justice Sotomayor joined the dissent, this may be further evidence that her position on the Clause has evolved since the hypotheticals she set out in Bullcoming, and that her position in Williams better reflects where she currently stands on the Clause. Third, that the dissent so strongly criticized Williams, and called for greater clarity in the law may mean that the Court will soon take a case which it considers a better vehicle for setting out clearer rules in this area.

In any event, without further guidance from the Supreme Court in Stuart, prosecutors and defendants will need to continue to be guided by Williams and relevant lower court interpretations. In the next section, we will present six theories through which it may be argued that forensic analysis evidence is admissible consistent with the Clause.

IV. THEORIES FOR ADMISSION OF FORENSIC ANALYSIS EVIDENCE

At present, there are perhaps at least six theories for entering forensic analysis evidence without supporting testimony from the analyst who conducted the original analysis or test. Although these theories may not work individually, they may be combined to formulate an argument for admissibility that may be accepted by a relevant court.

A. Theory 1: Report Itself Not Testimonial

The first possible theory for admitting forensic analysis evidence consistent with the Confrontation Clause would be admitting the report when the report itself is not testimonial. Pursuant to this theory, assuming the report would otherwise be admissible under relevant evidence rules, it would be admissible without the need to produce any supporting expert witness.

One example of this theory in practice might be where a psychiatric or medical report is compiled outside the context of any criminal prosecution. Such report might be created for treatment reasons, but then later it becomes useful in a subsequent criminal case. In that instance, the report would not have been created for the “primary purpose of creating an out-of-court substitute for trial testimony” and might not be found testimonial.

201 It is also possible, as noted above, that Justice Sotomayor sees some important distinction between her hypothetical in Bullcoming and the facts in Williams.
202 It is important to note two items here. First, because the views of at least the two new Justices are not fully clear on all points, the strengths or weaknesses of these theories may be altered based on such views. Second, we are focused not only on whether a forensic report is admissible—directly or through some form of recounting of it by the expert witness on the stand—but also on when the information in the report is something upon which the expert’s opinion relies in some way.
203 For instance, the requirements for authentication and relevance would still need to be met.
204 A certification might also be admitted pursuant to this theory, assuming the certification itself is not testimonial.
205 Bryant, 562 U.S. at 358-359.
Another example of this theory in practice might be an autopsy report, depending on the relevant circumstances, including the purpose for the autopsy and the report’s creation. It is important to keep this theory distinct from the idea, discussed further below, of offering an otherwise testimonial report for reasons other than for its truth.

B. Theory 2: Report Used as Basis for Expert Testimony, Not for Truth

A second possible theory might be using the report or forensic analysis evidence as a basis for expert testimony rather than for its truth. This is the first Williams plurality route, and the current strength of this theory is unclear. At the time of Williams, it counted only four Justices as adherents (Justices Alito, Roberts, Breyer, and Kennedy), and Justices Scalia and Kennedy have been replaced by Justices Gorsuch and Kavanaugh. Although, as noted above, the opinions of these new Justices are not fully clear, Justice Gorsuch would seem to be opposed to this specific theory based on his criticisms of the Williams plurality on this point in his opinion dissenting from denial of certiorari in Stuart.

To make this approach stronger, a few items need to be kept in mind. First, Williams was a bench trial, so this theory might be harder to use in the context of a jury trial. Second, if used in the context of a jury trial, it would strengthen the theory if the evidence is presented clearly and it is made very clear to the jury that the testimonial material is only being used to provide the basis for the expert’s testimony and not for its truth. Third, this theory would also be strengthened by use of a hypothetical question from the prosecutor to the testifying expert, such as: “assuming fact 1, fact 2, and fact 3 are true, what would your opinion be as to . . .”. The hypothetical question would help demonstrate to a jury that the facts are not offered for their truth. In connection with use of such hypothetical question, the prosecution should make sure to have independent, admissible evidence of the hypothetical facts relied upon by the expert (i.e. the facts contained in the report). Finally, the testifying expert must be giving an actual independent opinion, rather than attempting to act as a mere “conduit” for the otherwise testimonial statements of individuals involved in the test or analysis.

C. Theory 3: Report Not Specifically Accusatory

A third potential theory might be arguing that the report or forensic analysis evidence is not specifically accusatory. This is the second Williams plurality route, and again, the strength of this theory is unclear for the reasons noted above.

An example of this theory might be where the alleged perpetrator is not a suspect at the time the report was prepared. Subsequently, however, the alleged perpetrator is connected to the crime and the prosecution wants to use the report against the perpetrator at trial. In that event, consistent with the first theory, the report would not be testimonial and there would be no need to produce a supporting expert for purposes of the Confrontation Clause.

206 See generally Williams, 567 U.S. 50.
207 Stuart, 139 S. Ct. at 36-37.
208 See generally Williams, 567 U.S. 50.
209 Id.
D. Theory 4: Informality of Report

A fourth, albeit relatively weaker, possible theory might consist of arguing a report or certification lacks sufficient “solemnity” or “formality” to constitute a testimonial statement. Although without the support of the other Justices, Justice Thomas has been relatively consistent in requiring some degree of solemnity in determining whether the forensic statement is testimonial. For instance, Justice Thomas considered the statements in Melendez-Diaz (in which the findings of the forensic analysis were contained in sworn certificates) and Bullcoming (in which, albeit not formally sworn, the analyst’s “certificate” was “formalized in a signed document”) sufficiently solemn to be deemed testimonial.\footnote{Melendez-Diaz, 557 U.S. at 329; Bullcoming, 564 U.S. at 664-665.} In Williams, by contrast, Justice Thomas considered the report not to have affirmed or certified anything, and he concluded that such report lacked sufficient formality to be deemed testimonial.\footnote{Williams, 567 U.S. at 103-11.} Although Justice Thomas appears to be the lone adherent to formality as a standalone theory, formality could be combined with other theories, such as those based on the Williams plurality views, to strengthen other such theories.

It is important to note, however, that prosecutors may not engage in “bad-faith attempts” to evade formality and “conspir[e] to elude confrontation by using only informal extrajudicial statements against an accused.”\footnote{Id. at 113.} Justice Thomas has emphasized that the Confrontation Clause would reach such “bad-faith attempts” at evasion.\footnote{Id.} Moreover, even if it were not bad faith for a prosecutor to use less formal statements to obviate the need to comply with the Clause, Justice Thomas has noted that such statements might be seen as less reliable or persuasive by the fact finder.\footnote{Id.}

E. Theory 5: Supporting Witness More Than “Surrogate” or Mere “Conduit”

A fifth potential theory could be offering a witness that is more than a mere “conduit” or “surrogate.” Katso brings into focus the issue of who is the relevant witness: the testimonial report or the expert on the stand. Is the expert a mere “conduit” or sufficiently independent? This question might depend on a number of factors. First, the prominence of the report in the trial would seem to be relevant (was it introduced, and if not, how extensively was it mentioned)? Second, the extent of the testifying expert’s own independent judgment and input in offering her opinion is important. This would include looking at the extent of her involvement in the actual test, the laboratory conducting the test, and/or other tests of the same kind. It would also include looking into the thoroughness of her review of the non-testimonial material underlying the report. Third, it may be vital that the entire analysis can be sufficiently tested by cross-examining the testifying expert. This last point would seem to be a key underpinning of the analysis.

\footnote{Melendez-Diaz, 557 U.S. at 329; Bullcoming, 564 U.S. at 664-665.}
\footnote{Williams, 567 U.S. at 103-11.}
\footnote{Id. at 113.}
\footnote{Id.}
\footnote{Id.}
Consistent with Katso, the expert should ideally be very closely connected to the laboratory and testing process, and exhaustively informed regarding the specific test. The expert should also be qualified to testify, and provide testimony, regarding tremendous steps of internal validation. The expert should then base her own wholly independent opinion in part on the analysis, and not act as a mere mechanism for introducing evidence in the report, which might otherwise be excluded.

There are at least two difficulties in using the Katso analysis as a means of admitting evidence in future cases. First, it is unclear whether future courts will follow Katso’s analysis. Second, it is unclear how much less involvement, connection, and independence than was present in Katso might suffice. If, for example, Stuart were to represent a forward trend in court thinking, then a much more remote supervisor might be sufficient. If not, the somewhat high bar set by Katso may be required. Without further guidance from the courts, the selected witness should be as involved, connected, qualified, and independent as practicable.

F. Theory 6: Notice and Demand Without Demand

The sixth possible theory for entering forensic analysis evidence consistent with the Confrontation Clause would be to bring the criminal action in a state with a so-called “notice and demand” law and have the defendant fail to make a demand. Pursuant to such a law, the accused has the right to confront a witness sufficient to support admission of the forensic report, but such accused must demand that right after having received notice from the prosecution of the prosecution’s intention to utilize the forensic report. If such law were applicable and if the accused did not make the demand within the required period, the prosecution would be free to introduce the report without the need for a supporting witness.

This “notice and demand” mechanism has been seemingly approved by the Supreme Court in dicta.215 In Melendez-Diaz, Justice Scalia’s majority opinion discussed the existence of such procedures as a means of refuting the argument that the “sky [would] fall” due to the majority’s decision.216 Accordingly, such procedure should be found consistent with the Clause.

Although each of the above six theories will not be applicable in every case, these theories represent the arguments most likely to be persuasive to a court based on current law, and so these are the issues local stakeholders should be considering. In the final section, we offer our conclusions.

VI. Conclusion

The purpose of this Article was to analyze modern Confrontation Clause and forensic analysis case law, and to present six theories through which to argue that forensic analysis evidence is admissible consist with the Clause. Eventually, it will be important for local stakeholders to have true clarity and certainty on this developing, but confused, area of law.

---
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Producing the analyst who actually conducted a forensic test can be costly and extremely difficult for local prosecutors and laboratories. As use of Artificial Intelligence, blockchain, and smart technology becomes increasingly pervasive, it will only become more difficult to identify who should be a “witness” for purposes of the Clause (assuming human intervention is still necessary). At the same time, the law must continue to safeguard the Constitutional rights of criminal defendants, even where it may not always be easy or convenient to do so. One day soon, the U.S. Supreme Court may need to again face these issues; but, until then, it is hoped that the theories presented here will arm local stakeholders with arguments to consider when playing the admissibility game of “cat and mouse.”